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Erratum:
In the abstract, wrong results were erroneously presented for ASS and diclofenac. This error only concerns the reporting odds ratios (ROR) and confidence intervals (CI) of ASS and diclofenac calculated for the BfArM/AkdÄ dataset; ROR and CI calculated for the WHO dataset were correctly presented for both substances in the abstract. Correct results (ROR and CI) for both substances are displayed in table 2 of the article.
The correct results for ASS (to be considered in the abstract) are: BfArM/AkdÄ, ROR 13.71 [95 % CI 12.82–14.66] and for diclofenac: BfArM/AkdÄ, ROR 2.80 [95 % CI 2.59–3.03].